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In Canterbury, as the virus rages out of control, one troop of Royal Marine Commandos fights a
360-degree battle for survival while also racing to rescue the Channel Tunnel survivors from a
relentless siege, all before Hellfire missile strikes and carpet bombing kill anyone left alive. Across
the Atlantic the crew of the USS John F. Kennedy risks a catastrophic reactor meltdown to get out of
the path of a 10-mile-wide tide of the dead while onshore, at the naval air base, Wesley's tiny team
maintains a lonely vigil that turns horrifyingly dangerous as the edge of the storm hits, pushing
desperate civilians ahead of it. In the air above, Gunnery Sergeant Fick leads a handpicked fireteam
of spec-ops marines halfway across North America to take and defend an airfield on a remote island
but learns, to his cost, that it is a place with a terrible history and very dangerous secrets. Finally,
out on Lake Michigan, Alpha team races toward extraction...but first must fight their most harrowing
battle yet, this time against the living, who are both more treacherous and a hell of a lot better
armed than the dead. Who will be left standing at the end? Find out if your heart can take the strain
in the biggest and most explosive Arisen book yet: Arisen, book four: Maximum Violence.
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Book 4 in this insanely good series I highly recommend it to anybody into zombies. I am a little mad
at myself for finishing it so quick now I will be forced to send the authors nasty emails telling them to
write faster.

I got to give it to Glynn James & Michael Stephen Fuchs on this one. It sure LIVED up to its' title:
MAXIMUM VIOLENCE! Yikes! Action - Action - Action - then toss in tons of extremely INTENSE
Action - add in thousands of killer zombies (fast, slow, and hungry), and then top it off with even
more relentless INTENSE action! Wow! I'm tired and all I did was read this novella (at 232 pages is
it still considered a novella?)........The story took place in 4 different locations with each location
having their own set of zombie/human problems. Each storyline went to the MAX level of violence
possible, always taking the characters from the frying pan into the fire. I have read 3 other Arisen
novellas plus the prequel (written by just Fuchs). I have rated 3 of those stories 5-star and the last
Arisen story 4-stars. Well, I am back to 5-Stars and I would give this one 6 or more if I could. Even
with all that was going on with the 4 different storylines, I was looking for a 5th. Will we find out what
happened to the Alpha operator who took off to search for his family at the end of Book 3? Or will
that storyline be in Book 5?If you love zombie stories you got to try this series out. In my review of
the first Arisen story I wrote that the authors seemed to have written this series JUST for me. I totally
love a good zombie story and special force action thrillers. With Arisen, you get both of these
elements to the MAX! I need to read a Matt Reilly or Jeremy Robinson thriller next just to slow down
my pulse back to normal after reading this baby (just kidding Matt & Jeremy, you know I love your
action thrillers as well)!

These cats have a million lives, but they are going to need more to beat the dead. This is the Pit &
the Pendulum with guns, courage, and zombies. I'm not against all the zulus halting and rotting. I'd
like to follow the survivors in some situation other than kill-to-live. Can these authors write
reconstruction? I'm ready, bring it on (and hurry)!

I have just finished reading Arisen 1-8. I have enjoyed all these books and love the characters. I
read the first book in a compilation and had to get all the rest one after the other. The characters are
so well written and you really care about them right away.Alpha Group is totally Awesome !! It's hard
to say who I liked best. Juice, Handon, Ali, Homer, and Pred !!!You become so involved with these
characters that when something happens to one of them you feel for them. You learn a great deal
about Special Ops, different weapons, the heart of our Country's and England's Best of the Best of
the Best to help us survive the end of the world. They are well trained people who put it on the line
in conditions most of us would just give up and die in.I can't wait for book number 9 to come out and
will get the prequels while I'm waiting. I have found two new author's that I like and will search out
other books by them, and look forward to reading them. I don't like to tell about the books I read

because it spoils it for people who have yet to read them. I hope everyone gets these books. They
are really good stories, really good characters except for a really bad guy living alone way far away he will be back.....Oh No !!!!I hope everyone enjoys these books as much as I have they rock it in
the book world !!!These books have everything you look for in a good book. Kind people, bad
people, in-charge people, scared people, hero's.....on and on must read these books.....

So I am on book nine and have failed to review the rest of the books. I don't want to spoil anything
so I am I going to leave this: my sweet goodness. This book and all of them in the series are just
utterly crazed breath taking amazing situations thst are just glorious stress inducing to the reader.
My heart rate is up. Every thing that can go wrong does and it is all pretty believable and you both
hate the authors and love them. The characters are all really interesting and deep. And the action is
fantastic. The details are spot on. And did I mention I have to stop to just breathe far too many
times. I love it!!! Fast paced, non stop heart wrenching, zombie killing amazingness!!! Buy them all
now and let your heart start pumping!!!

This story is a real page turner. The zombies are still mutating, the good guys are barely surviving,
and the adventure is well under way. I strongly recommend this series starting with book one. If you
like reading about exceptional people overcoming impossible orbstacles, fighting in a world where
everything is against them, this is the book for you.The writers also have military backgrounds and it
shows in this series. Another interesting note is the writers show a familiarity with both USA and
British special forces. Admittedly,I am not a military expert, but what they write seems quite
authentic as I have been reading other apocalyptic book written by military writers and it matches
what they have written. Although, it seems to me that these writers have much more experience
than the average service man/woman.
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